
“Principles of Project Cost”.

: Process Approach To Project Management

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about project manager

 Learn about Process Approach

 Learn about key Skills of Project Managers

 Learn about Project Management Fundamentals

 Learn about Leadership Skills

 Learn about qualities of Successful Project Managers

 Learn about common Mistakes of Project Managers

Definition/Overview:

Process Approach: Executing consists of the processes used to complete the work defined in the

project management plan to accomplish the project's requirements. Execution process involves

coordinating people and resources, as well as integrating and performing the activities of the

project in accordance with the project management plan. The deliverables are produced as

outputs from the processes performed as defined in the project management plan.

Key Points:

1. Monitoring and Controlling

Monitoring and Controlling consists of those processes performed to observe project execution

so that potential problems can be identified in a timely manner and corrective action can be

taken, when necessary, to control the execution of the project. The key benefit is that project
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performance is observed and measured regularly to identify variances from the project

management plan.

 Measuring the ongoing project activities (where we are);

 Monitoring the project variables (cost, effort,) against the project management plan and

the project performance baseline (where we should be);

 Identify corrective actions to properly address issues and risks (How can we get on track

again);

Influencing the factors that could circumvent integrated change control so only approved

changes are implemented

In multi-phase projects, the Monitoring and Controlling process also provides feedback between

project phases, in order to implement corrective or preventive actions to bring the project into

compliance with the project management plan.

Project Maintenance is an ongoing process, and it includes:

 Continuing support of end users

 Correction of errors

 Updates of the software over time

In this stage, auditors should pay attention to how effectively and quickly user problems are

resolved. Over the course of any construction project, the work scope changes. Change is a

normal and expected part of the construction process. Changes can be the result of necessary

design modifications, differing site conditions, material availability, contractor-requested

changes, value engineering and impacts from third parties, to name a few. Beyond executing the

change in the field, the change normally needs to be documented to show what was actually

constructed. This is referred to as Change Management. Hence, the owner usually requires a

final record to show all changes or, more specifically, any change that modifies the tangible

portions of the finished work. The record is made on the contract documents usually, but not

necessarily limited to, the design drawings. The end product of this effort is what the industry

terms as-built drawings, or more simply, asbuilts. The requirement for providing them is a norm

in construction contracts.
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When changes are introduced to the project the viability of the project has to be assessed again. It

is important not to lose sight of the initial goals and targets of the projects. When the changes

accumulate, the forecasted end result may not justify the proposed investment.

Closing includes the formal acceptance of the project and the ending thereof. Administrative

activities include the archiving of the files and documenting lessons learned. Closing phase

consists of two parts:

 Close project: to finalize all activities across all of the process groups to formally close

the project or a project phase

 Contract closure: necessary for completing and settling each contract, including the

resolution of any open items, and closing each contract applicable to the project or a project

phase.

1. Project manager

A project manager is a professional in the field of project management. Project managers can

have the responsibility of the planning, execution, and closing of any project, typically relating to

construction industry, architecture, computer networking, telecommunications or software

development. Many other fields in the production, design and service industries also have project

managers.

Construction project managers in the past were individuals, who worked in construction or

supporting industries and were promoted to foreman. It was not until the late 20th century that

construction and Construction management became distinct fields. Until recently, the industry

lacked any level of standardization, with individual States determining the eligibility

requirements within their jurisdiction. However, several Trade associations based in the United

States have made strides in creating a commonly-accepted set of qualifications and tests to

determine a project manager's competency. The Project Management Institute has made some

headway into being a standardizing body with its creation of the Project Management

Professional (PMP) designation.
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The Constructor Certification Commission of the American Institute of Constructors holds

semiannual nationwide tests. Eight American Construction Management programs require that

students take these exams before they may receive their Bachelor of Science in Construction

Management degree, and 15 other Universities actively encourage their students to consider the

exams.

The Associated Colleges of Construction Education, and the Associated Schools of Construction

have made considerable progress in developing national standards for construction education

programs.-

 Review the different roles played by the project manager

 Review the key skills every project manager should possess

 Learn why some project managers are much more successful than others

 Understand the common mistakes made by many project managers

The project manager has many activities to perform, challenges to overcome, and responsibilities

to uphold over the life of a project. Depending on your individual experiences, your industry

background, and the manner in which project management has been implemented, this review

may have been quite enlightening to you.

To ensure that we have a common understanding on what a project manager does, we'll review

the different roles a project manager plays over the life of a project, and we'll discuss the

prerequisite skills that are needed to perform those roles. Most importantly, we'll accelerate your

learning curve by sharing the characteristics of successful project managers and the common

mistakes made by many others. You've likely heard many of the analogies before to describe the

role of project manager the "captain" of the ship, the "conductor" of the orchestra, the "coach" of

the team, the "catalyst" of the engine, and so on. There's truth and insight in each of the

analogies, but each can be incomplete as well. To gain better understanding of what a project

manager does, let's briefly discuss each of the key roles played by the project manager:

Planner ensures that the project is defined properly and completely for success, all stakeholders

are engaged, work effort approach is determined, required resources are available when needed,

and processes are in place to properly execute and control the project.
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1. Key Skills of Project Managers

While there is a broad range of skills needed to effectively manage the people, process, and

technical aspects of any project, it becomes clear there is a set of key skills that each project

manager should have. While these skill categories are not necessarily exclusive of each other,

let's group them into five (5) categories to streamline our review and discussion:

1.1 Project Management Fundamentals

The "science" part of project management, covered in this book, including office productivity

suite (such as Microsoft Office, email, and so on) and project management software skills.

1.2 Business Management Skills

Those skills that would be equally valuable to an "operations" or "line-of-business" manager,

such as budgeting, finance, procurement, organizational dynamics, team development,

performance management, coaching, and motivation.

1.3 Technical Knowledge

The knowledge gained from experience and competence in the focal area of the project.

With it, you greatly increase your "effectiveness" as a project manager. You have more

credibility, and you can ask better questions, validate the estimates and detail plans of team

members, help solve technical issues, develop better solutions, and serve more of a leadership

role.

1.4 Key Skills of Project Managers

While there is a broad range of skills needed to effectively manage the people, process, and

technical aspects of any project, it becomes clear there is a set of key skills that each project
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manager should have. While these skill categories are not necessarily exclusive of each other,

let's group them into five (5) categories to streamline our review and discussion:

1.5 Project Management Fundamentals

The "science" part of project management, covered in this book, including office productivity

suite (such as Microsoft Office, email, and so on) and project management software skills.

1.6 Business Management Skills

Those skills that would be equally valuable to an "operations" or "line-of-business" manager,

such as budgeting, finance, procurement, organizational dynamics, team development,

performance management, coaching, and motivation.

1.7 Technical Knowledge

The knowledge gained from experience and competence in the focal area of the project. With it,

you greatly increase your "effectiveness" as a project manager. You have more credibility, and

you can ask better questions, validate the estimates and detail plans of team members, help solve

technical issues, develop better solutions, and serve more of a leadership role.

1.8 Communication Skills

Since communication is regarded as the most important project management skill by PMI, I felt

it was important to separate these out. Skills included in this category would include all written

communication skills (correspondence, emails, documents), oral communication skills,

facilitation skills, presentation skills and the most valuableactive listening. Active listening can

be defined as "really listening" and the ability to listen with focus, empathy, and the desire to

connect with the speaker.
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1.9 Leadership Skills

This category overlaps with some of the others and focuses on the "attitude" and "mindset"

required for project management. However, it also includes key skills such as interpersonal and

general "people" skills, adaptability, flexibility, people management, degree of customer-

orientation, analytical skills, problem-solving skills, and the ability to keep the "big picture" in

mind.

2.0 Qualities of Successful Project Managers

Given the many roles played by a project manager, the broad range of skills needed, and

the inherit challenges in successfully delivering a project, we need to find ways to accelerate the

learning process. Two key ways to accelerate our learning: understanding the qualities of

successful project managers and understanding the common mistakes made by project managers.

Successful project managers do not share personality types, appearances, or sizes, but they do

share three important features. They excel in at least two of the five key skill categories (Project

Management Fundamentals, Business Management Skills, Technical Knowledge,

Communication Skills, and Leadership Skills) and are either "good enough" in the other

categories or staff their teams to compensate for their deficiencies.

They bring a mindset and approach to project management that is best characterized by one or

more of the following qualities:

2.1 Takes Ownership

Takes responsibility and accountability for the project; leads by example; brings energy and

drive to the project; without this attitude, all the skills and techniques in the world will only get

you so far. Savvy Understands people and the dynamics of the organization; navigates tricky

politics; ability to quickly read and diffuse emotionally charged situations; thinks fast on the feet;
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builds relationships; leverages personal power for benefit of the project. "Intensity with a Smile"

Balances an assertive, resilient, tenacious, results-oriented focus with a style that makes people

want to help; consistently follows up on everything and their resolutions without "annoying"

everyone.

"Eye of the Storm" Demonstrates ability to be the calm "eye" of the project "hurricane"; high

tolerance for ambiguity; takes the heat from key stakeholders (CxOs, business managers, and

project team); exhibits a calm, confident aura when others are showing signs of issue or project

stress. Strong customer-service orientation Demonstrates ability to see each stakeholder's

perspective; ability to provide "voice" of all key stakeholders (especially the sponsor) to the

project team; strong facilitation and collaboration skills; excellent "active" listening skills.

"People-focused" Takes a team-oriented approach; understands that methodology, process, and

tools are important, but without quality "people" it's very difficult to complete a project

successfully. Always keeps "eye on the ball" Stays focused on the project goals and objectives.

There are many ways to accomplish a given objective. Especially important to remember when

"things" don't go as planned.

2.2 Common Mistakes of Project Managers

While we will review many of the common errors made in each of the fundamental areas of

project management throughout this book (so you can avoid them), understanding the most

common project management mistakes will help focus our efforts and help us to avoid the same

mistakes on our projects. The following are some of the most common mistakes made by project

managers:

 Not clearly understanding how or ensuring the project is aligned with organizational

objectives.

 Not properly managing stakeholder expectations throughout the project.

 Not gaining agreement and "buy-in" on project goals and success criteria from key

stakeholders.
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 Not developing a realistic schedule that includes all work efforts, task dependencies,

bottom-up estimates, and leveled assigned resources.

 Not getting "buy-in" and acceptance on the project schedule.

 Not clearly deciding and communicating who is responsible for what.

 Not utilizing change control procedures to manage the scope of the project.

 Not communicating consistently and effectively with all key stakeholders.

 Not executing the project plan.

 Not tackling key risks early in the project.

 Not proactively identifying risks and developing contingency plans (responses) for those

risks.

 Not obtaining the right resources with the right skills at the right time.

 Not aggressively pursuing issue resolution.

 Inadequate requirements definition and management.

 Insufficient management and leadership of project team.

: Engineering Economic Analysis

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Engineering economics

 Learn about For Engineering Activities
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Definition/Overview:

Engineering economics, previously known as engineering economy, is a subset of economics for

application to engineering projects. Engineers seek solutions to problems, and the economic

viability of each potential solution is normally considered along with the technical aspects.

In the U.S. undergraduate engineering curricula, engineering economics is often a required

course. It is a topic on the Fundamentals of Engineering examination, and questions might also

be asked on the Principles and Practice of Engineering examination; both are part of the

Professional Engineering registration process.

Considering the time value of money is central to most engineering economic analyses. Cash

flows are discounted using an interest rate, i, except in the most basic economic studies.

For each problem, there are usually many possible alternatives. One option that must be

considered in each analysis, and is often the choice, is the do nothing alternative. The

opportunity cost of making one choice over another must also be considered. There are also

noneconomic factors to be considered, like color, style, public image, etc., and are called

attributes.

Costs as well as revenues are considered, for each alternative, for an analysis period that is either

a fixed number of years or the estimated life of the project. The salvage value is often forgotten,

but is important, and is either the net cost or revenue for decommissioning the project.

Some other topics that may be addressed in engineering economics are inflation, uncertainty,

replacements, depreciation, resource depletion, taxes, tax credits, accounting, cost estimations, or

capital financing. All these topics are primary skills and knowledge areas in the field of cost

engineering.

Since engineering is an important part of the manufacturing sector of the economy, engineering

industrial economics is an important part of industrial or business economics. Major topics in

engineering industrial economics are:
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 The economics of the management, operation, and growth and profitability of

engineering firms;

 macro-level engineering economic trends and issues;

 engineering product markets and demand influences; and

 The development, marketing, and financing of new engineering technologies and

products

Decisions made by engineers, managers, corporation presidents, and individuals are commonly

the result of choosing one alternative over another. Decisions often reflect a person's educated

choice of how to best invest funds, also called capital. The amount of capital is usually restricted,

just as the cash available to an individual is usually limited. The decision of how to invest capital

will invariably change the future, hopefully for the better; that is, it will be value adding.

Engineers play a major role in capital investment decisions based on their analysis, synthesis,

and design efforts. The factors considered in making the decision are a combination of economic

and non economic factors. Additional factors may be intangible, such as convenience, goodwill,

friendship, and others. Fundamentally, engineering economy involves formulating, estimating,

and evaluating the economic outcomes when alternatives to accomplish a defined purpose are

available. Another way to define engineering economy is as a collection of mathematical

techniques that simplify economic comparison knowing how to correctly apply these techniques

is especially important to engineers, since virtually any project will affect costs and/or revenues.

Some of the typical questions that can be addressed using the material in this book are posed

below.

For Engineering Activities

 Should a new bonding technique be incorporated into the manufacture of automobile

brake pads?

 If a computer-vision system replaces the human inspector in performing quality tests on

an automobile welding line, will operating costs decrease over a time horizon of 5 years? Is it an

economically wise decision to upgrade the composite material production center of an airplane

factory in order to reduce costs by 20%?

 Should a highway bypass be constructed around a city of 25,000 people, or
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 Should the current roadway through the city be expanded?

 Will we make the required rate of return if we install the newly offered technology onto

our medical laser manufacturing line? For Public Sector Projects and Government Agencies

 How much new tax revenue does the city need to generate to pay for an upgrade to the

electric distribution system?

 Do the benefits outweigh the costs of a bridge over the Intracoastal Waterway

 At this point?

 Is it cost-effective for the state to cost-share with a contractor to construct a new toll

road?

 Should the state university contract with a local community college to teach foundation-

level undergraduate courses or have university faculty teach them?

: Life-Cycle Costing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about life-Cycle Costing

 Learn about goals and purpose of LCA

 Learn about goal and scope

 Learn about Life cycle inventory
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Definition/Overview:

Life-Cycle Costing: A life cycle assessment (LCA, also known as life cycle analysis,

ecobalance, and cradle-to-grave analysis) is the investigation and valuation of the environmental

impacts of a given product or service caused or necessitated by its existence.

Key Points:

1. Goals and Purpose of LCA

The goal of LCA is to compare the full range of environmental and social damages assignable to

products and services, to be able to choose the least burdensome one. At present it is a way to

account for the effects of the cascade of technologies responsible for goods and services. It is

limited to that, though, because the similar cascade of impacts from the commerce responsible

for goods and services is unaccountable because what people do with money is unrecorded. As a

consequence LCA succeeds in accurately measuring the impacts of the technology used for

delivering products, but the whole impact of making the economic choice of using it.

The term 'life cycle' refers to the notion that a fair, holistic assessment requires the assessment of

raw material production, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal including all intervening

transportation steps necessary or caused by the product's existence. The sum of all those steps -

or phases - is the life cycle of the product. The concept also can be used to optimize the

environmental performance of a single product (ecodesign) or to optimize the environmental

performance of a company. Common categories of assessed damages are global warming

(greenhouse gases), acidification, smog, ozone layer depletion, eutrophication, eco-toxicological

and human-toxicological pollutants, habitat destruction, desertification, land use as well as

depletion of minerals and fossil fuels.

The procedures of life cycle assessment (LCA) are part of the ISO 14000 environmental

management standards: in ISO 14040:2006 and 14044:2006. (ISO 14044 replaced earlier

versions of ISO 14041 to ISO 14043.)
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1.1 Goal and scope

In the first phase, the LCA-practitioner formulates and specifies the goal and scope of study in

relation to the intended application. The object of study is described in terms of a so-called

functional unit. Apart from describing the functional unit, the goal and scope should address the

overall approach used to establish the system boundaries. The system boundary determines

which unit processes are included in the LCA and must reflect the goal of the study. In recent

years, two additional approaches to system delimitation have emerged. These are often referred

to as consequential modeling and attributional modeling. Finally the goal and scope phase

includes a description of the method applied for assessing potential environmental impacts and

which impact categories that are included.

1.2 Life cycle inventory

This second phase 'Inventory' involves data collection and modeling of the product system, as

well as description and verification of data. This encompasses all data related to environmental

(e.g., CO2) and technical (e.g., intermediate chemicals) quantities for all relevant unit processes

within the study boundaries that compose the product system. Examples of inputs and outputs

quantities include inputs of materials, energy, chemicals and 'other' - and outputs in the form of

air emissions, water emissions or solid waste. Other types of exchanges or interventions such as

radiation or land use can also be included.

Usually Life Cycle Assessments inventories and modeling are carried out using dedicated

software packages. Depending of the software package used it is possible to model life cycle

costing and life cycle social impacts in parallel with environmental life cycle.

The data must be related to the functional unit defined in the goal and scope definition. Data can

be presented in tables and some interpretations can be made already at this stage. The results of

the inventory is an LCI which provides information about all inputs and outputs in the form of

elementary flow to and from the environment from all the unit processes involved in the study.
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1.3 Life cycle impact assessment

The third phase 'Life Cycle Impact Assessment' is aimed at evaluating the contribution to impact

categories such as global warming, acidification, etc. The first step is termed characterization.

Here, impact potentials are calculated based on the LCI results. The next steps are normalization

and weighting, but these are both voluntary according the ISO standard. Normalization provides

a basis for comparing different types of environmental impact categories (all impacts get the

same unit). Weighting implies assigning a weighting factor to each impact category depending

on the relative importance.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Project Screening

Multi-Criteria Methods For Evaluation

Scope And Organizational Structure Of A Project

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 2.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.
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: Project Screening

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Project Screening

 Learn about decisions made by engineers

 Learn about iteration

Definition/Overview:

Screening: Many projects are considered by the public and private agencies every year.

Development projects have biophysical as well as social and economic impacts. Sufficient

understandings of these factors are necessary for the initial screening decision. It is therefore,

important to establish mechanisms by identifying projects which requires EIA, and this process

of selection of project is referred to as "Screening".

Key Points:

Decisions made by engineers, managers, corporation presidents, and individuals are commonly

the result of choosing one alternative over another. Decisions often reflect a person's educated

choice of how to best invest funds, also called capital. The amount of capital is usually restricted,

just as the cash available to an individual is usually limited. The decision of how to invest capital

will invariably change the future, hopefully for the better; that is, it will be value adding.

Engineers play a major role in capital investment decisions based on their analysis, synthesis,

and design efforts. The factors considered in making the decision are a combination of economic

and non economic factors. Additional factors may be intangible, such as convenience, goodwill,

friendship, and others. Fundamentally, engineering economy involves formulating, estimating,
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and evaluating the economic outcomes when alternatives to accomplish a defined purpose are

available.

There are many specific agile development methods. Most promote development iterations,

teamwork, collaboration, and process adaptability throughout the life-cycle of the project.

Agile chooses to do things in small increments with minimal planning, rather than long-term

planning. Iterations are short time frames (known as 'timeboxes') which typically last from one to

four weeks. Each iteration is worked on by a team through a full software development cycle,

including planning, requirements analysis, design, coding, unit testing, and acceptance testing

when a working product is demonstrated to stakeholders. This helps to minimize the overall risk,

and allows the project to adapt to changes more quickly. Documentation is produced as required

by stakeholders. An iteration may not add enough functionality to warrant releasing the product

to market, but the goal is to have an available release (with minimal bugs) at the end of each

iteration. Multiple iterations may be required to release a product or new features.

Team composition in an agile project is usually cross-functional and self-organizing without

consideration for any existing corporate hierarchy or the corporate roles of team members. Team

members normally take responsibility for tasks that deliver the functionality of iteration. They

decide for themselves how they will execute during iteration.

Agile methods emphasize face-to-face communication over written documents. Most agile teams

are located in a single open office to facilitate such communication. Team size is typically small

(5-9 people) to help make team communication and team collaboration easier. Larger

development efforts may be delivered by multiple teams working toward a common goal or

different parts of an effort. This may also require a coordination of priorities across teams.

No matter what development disciplines are required, each agile team will contain a customer

representative. This person is appointed by stakeholders to act on their behalf and makes a

personal commitment to being available for developers to answer mid-iteration problem-domain

questions. At the end of each iteration, stakeholders and the customer representative review
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progress and re-evaluate priorities with a view to optimizing the return on investment and

ensuring alignment with customer needs and company goals.

Most agile methodologies include a routine and formal daily face-to-face communication among

team members. This specifically includes the customer representative and any interested

stakeholders as observers. In a brief session, team members report to each other what they did

yesterday, what they intend to do today, and what their roadblocks are. This standing face-to-

face communication prevents problems being hidden.

: Project Screening

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Project Screening

 Learn about decisions made by engineers

 Learn about iteration

Definition/Overview:

Screening: Many projects are considered by the public and private agencies every year.

Development projects have biophysical as well as social and economic impacts. Sufficient

understandings of these factors are necessary for the initial screening decision. It is therefore,

important to establish mechanisms by identifying projects which requires EIA, and this process

of selection of project is referred to as "Screening".
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Key Points:

Decisions made by engineers, managers, corporation presidents, and individuals are commonly

the result of choosing one alternative over another. Decisions often reflect a person's educated

choice of how to best invest funds, also called capital. The amount of capital is usually restricted,

just as the cash available to an individual is usually limited. The decision of how to invest capital

will invariably change the future, hopefully for the better; that is, it will be value adding.

Engineers play a major role in capital investment decisions based on their analysis, synthesis,

and design efforts. The factors considered in making the decision are a combination of economic

and non economic factors. Additional factors may be intangible, such as convenience, goodwill,

friendship, and others. Fundamentally, engineering economy involves formulating, estimating,

and evaluating the economic outcomes when alternatives to accomplish a defined purpose are

available.

There are many specific agile development methods. Most promote development iterations,

teamwork, collaboration, and process adaptability throughout the life-cycle of the project.

Agile chooses to do things in small increments with minimal planning, rather than long-term

planning. Iterations are short time frames (known as 'timeboxes') which typically last from one to

four weeks. Each iteration is worked on by a team through a full software development cycle,

including planning, requirements analysis, design, coding, unit testing, and acceptance testing

when a working product is demonstrated to stakeholders. This helps to minimize the overall risk,

and allows the project to adapt to changes more quickly. Documentation is produced as required

by stakeholders. An iteration may not add enough functionality to warrant releasing the product

to market, but the goal is to have an available release (with minimal bugs) at the end of each

iteration. Multiple iterations may be required to release a product or new features.

Team composition in an agile project is usually cross-functional and self-organizing without

consideration for any existing corporate hierarchy or the corporate roles of team members. Team

members normally take responsibility for tasks that deliver the functionality of iteration. They

decide for themselves how they will execute during iteration.
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Agile methods emphasize face-to-face communication over written documents. Most agile teams

are located in a single open office to facilitate such communication. Team size is typically small

(5-9 people) to help make team communication and team collaboration easier. Larger

development efforts may be delivered by multiple teams working toward a common goal or

different parts of an effort. This may also require a coordination of priorities across teams.

No matter what development disciplines are required, each agile team will contain a customer

representative. This person is appointed by stakeholders to act on their behalf and makes a

personal commitment to being available for developers to answer mid-iteration problem-domain

questions. At the end of each iteration, stakeholders and the customer representative review

progress and re-evaluate priorities with a view to optimizing the return on investment and

ensuring alignment with customer needs and company goals.

Most agile methodologies include a routine and formal daily face-to-face communication among

team members. This specifically includes the customer representative and any interested

stakeholders as observers. In a brief session, team members report to each other what they did

yesterday, what they intend to do today, and what their roadblocks are. This standing face-to-

face communication prevents problems being hidden.

: Multi-Criteria Methods For Evaluation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Multi-criteria

 Learn about Agile methods

 Learn about the functioning principles of Agile
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Definition/Overview:

Multi-criteria: A major problem in regional planning is the choice of the plan to be

implemented. Because non-monetary effects are becoming more important, a multicriteria

method is presented allowing a ranking of the alternatives on the basis of several criteria by only

taking into account ordinal priorities. After the methodology has been described the method is

illustrated with an application for a land consolidation project

Key Points:

Agile methods are a family of development processes, not a single approach to software

development. In 2001, 17 prominent figures[4] in the field of agile development (then called

"light-weight methods") came together at the Snowbird ski resort in Utah to discuss ways of

creating software in a lighter, faster, more people-centric way. They created the Agile Manifesto,

widely regarded as the canonical definition of agile development and accompanying agile

principles. The Agile Manifesto states:

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it.

Through this work we have come to value:

* Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

 Working software over comprehensive documentation

 Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

 Responding to change over following a plan

 That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.

 Some of the principles behind the Agile Manifesto are:

 Customer satisfaction by rapid, continuous delivery of useful software

 Working software is delivered frequently (weeks rather than months)

 Working software is the principal measure of progress

 Even late changes in requirements are welcomed
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 Close, daily cooperation between business people and developers

 Face-to-face conversation is the best form of communication (Co-location)

 Projects are built around motivated individuals, who should be trusted

 Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design

 Simplicity

 Self-organizing teams

 Regular adaptation to changing circumstances

The manifesto spawned a movement in the software industry known as agile software

development.

In 2005, Alistair Cockburn and Jim Highsmith gathered another group of people management

experts, this time and wrote an addendum, known as the PM Declaration of Interdependence.

The functioning principles of Agile can be found in lean manufacturing and six sigma. These

concepts include error proofing, eliminating waste, creating flow, adding customer value, and

empowering workers. The concepts were first formally espoused in the 14 principles of the

Toyota Way, the two pillars of the Toyota Production System (Just-in-time and smart

automation), the 5S methodology, and Demings 14 points. These have been summarized in the 7

points of lean software development.

1. Comparison with other methods

Agile methods are sometimes characterized as being at the opposite end of the spectrum from

"plan-driven" or "disciplined" methods. This distinction is misleading, as it implies that agile

methods are "unplanned" or "undisciplined". A more accurate distinction is that methods exist on

a continuum from "adaptive" to "predictive". Agile methods lie on the "adaptive" side of this

continuum.

Adaptive methods focus on adapting quickly to changing realities. When the needs of a project

change, an adaptive team changes as well. An adaptive team will have difficulty describing

exactly what will happen in the future. The further away a date is, the more vague an adaptive

method will be about what will happen on that date. An adaptive team can report exactly what
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tasks are being done next week, but only which features are planned for next month. When asked

about a release six months from now, an adaptive team may only be able to report the mission

statement for the release, or a statement of expected value vs. cost.

Predictive methods, in contrast, focus on planning the future in detail. A predictive team can

report exactly what features and tasks are planned for the entire length of the development

process. Predictive teams have difficulty changing direction. The plan is typically optimized for

the original destination and changing direction can cause completed work to be thrown away and

done over differently. Predictive teams will often institute a change control board to ensure that

only the most valuable changes are considered.

Agile methods have much in common with the "Rapid Application Development" techniques

from the 1980/90s as espoused by James Martin and others.

1.1 Contrasted with other iterative development methods

Most agile methods share other iterative and incremental development methods' emphasis on

building releasable software in short time periods. Agile development differs from other

development models: in this model time periods are measured in weeks rather than months and

work is performed in a highly collaborative manner. Most agile methods also differ by treating

their time period as a strict timebox.

1.2 Contrasted with the waterfall model

Agile development has little in common with the waterfall model. As of 2009, the waterfall

model is still in common use.The waterfall model is the most structured of the methods, stepping

through requirements-capture, analysis, design, coding, and testing in a strict, pre-planned

sequence. Progress is generally measured in terms of deliverable artifacts: requirement

specifications, design documents, test plans, code reviews and the like.

The main problem with the waterfall model is the inflexible division of a project into separate

stages, so that commitments are made early on, and it is difficult to react to changes in
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requirements. Iterations are expensive. This means that the waterfall model is likely to be

unsuitable if requirements are not well understood or are likely to change in the course of the

project.

Agile methods, in contrast, produce completely developed and tested features (but a very small

subset of the whole) every few weeks. The emphasis is on obtaining the smallest workable piece

of functionality to deliver business value early, and continually improving it/adding further

functionality throughout the life of the project.

In this respect, agile critics may assert that these features are not placed in context of the overall

project, concluding that, if the sponsors of the project are concerned about completing certain

goals with a defined timeline or budget, agile may not be appropriate. Proponents of Agile

development counter that adaptations of Scrum show how agile methods are augmented to

produce and continuously improve a strategic plan.

Some agile teams use the waterfall model on a small scale, repeating the entire waterfall cycle in

iteration. Other teams, most notably Extreme Programming teams, work on activities

simultaneously.

: Scope And Organizational Structure Of A Project

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about project scope

 Learn about Scope creep management

 Learn about Scope management plan

 Learn about Project Management Fundamentals

 Learn about Features (Technology)
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Definition/Overview:

Project: The word project comes from the Latin word projectum from the Latin verb proicere,

"to throw something forwards" which in turn comes from pro-, which denotes something that

precedes the action of the next part of the word in time (paralleling the Greek πρό) and iacere,

"to throw". The word "project" thus actually originally meant "something that comes before

anything else happens".

There are two main structural dimensions to the project team:

 What type of resource?

 What are they delivering?

For example, a website designer might be working with business managers and network

specialists to create a storefront whilst another website designer is working with different

business managers but maybe the same network specialist on an Intranet application for

presenting internal management information on sales - both as part of the same project. So, does

it make sense to have a team of developers, a team of managers and a team of network

specialists, or should we have a team for the storefront and a team for the management

information system?

Styles of team - available as a PowerPoint slide Rather than seeing this as an "either or" choice,

we could think of the project team as a matrix. Members of the various resource type teams will

need to work together to share knowledge and ensure a consistent solution. People working

together on the various processes or functional aspects of the solution will equally need to work

together.

Key Points:

In project management, the scope of a project is the sum total of all of its products and their

requirements or features. According to the Guide to the Project Management Body of
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Knowledge (PMBOK) "Project Scope Management includes the processes required to ensure

that the project includes all the work required, and only the work required, to complete the

project successfully. It is primarily concerned with defining and controlling what is or is not

included in the project." Sometimes the term scope is used to mean the totality of work needed to

complete a project.

In traditional project management, the tools to describe a project's scope (product) are the

product breakdown structure and product descriptions. The primary tool to describe a project's

scope (work) is the work breakdown structure.

Extreme project management advocates the use of user stories, feature lists and feature cards to

describe a project's scope (product-deliverable).

If requirements are not completely defined and described and if there is no effective change

control in a project, scope or requirement creeps may ensue.

1. Scope creep management: is important for effective project management. Projects are

expected to meet strict deadlines with resource restraints, and an unvetted and unapproved

change in the scope can affect the success of the project. Scope creep sometimes causes cost

overrun.

1.1 Scope creep: is a term which refers to the incremental expansion of the scope of a project,

which may include and introduce more requirements that may not have been a part of the initial

planning of the project, while nevertheless failing to adjust schedule and budget. There are two

distinct ways to separate scope creep management. The first is

Business scope creep, and the second is called features (also technology) scope creep. The type

of scope creep management is always dependent upon on the people who create the changes.

1.2 Business scope creep management: occurs when decisions that are made with reference to

a project are designed to solve or meet the requirements and needs of the business. Business

scope creep changes may be a result of poor requirements definition early in development, or the

failure to include the users of the project until the later stage of the systems development life

cycle.
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1.3 Scope management plan: is one of the major Scope communication documents. The Project

Scope Management Plan documents how the project scope will be defined, managed, controlled,

verified and communicated to the project team and stakeholders/customers. It also includes all

work required to complete the project. The documents are used to control what is in and out of

the scope of the project by the use of a Change Management system. Items deemed out of scope

go directly through the change control process and are not automatically added to the project

work items. The Project Scope Management plan is included in as one of the sections in the

overall Project Management plan. It can be very detailed and formal or loosely framed and

informal depending on the communication needs of the project.

1.4 Features (Technology) scope creep: occurs when the scope creep is introduced by

technologists adding features not originally contemplated. Customer-pleasing scope creep occurs

when the desire to please the customer through additional product features adds more work to the

current project rather than to a new project proposal. Gold-plating scope creep occurs when

technologists augment the original requirements because of a bias toward "technical

perfectionism" or because the initial requirements were insufficiently clear or detailed.

Project management, which relates to the use of schedules such as Gantt charts to plan and

subsequently report progress within the project environment.Initially, the project scope is defined

and the appropriate methods for completing the project are determined. Following this step, the

durations for the various tasks necessary to complete the work are listed and grouped into a work

breakdown structure. The logical dependencies between tasks are defined using an activity

network diagram that enables identification of the critical path. Float or slack time in the

schedule can be calculated using project management software. Then the necessary resources can

be estimated and costs for each activity can be allocated to each resource, giving the total project

cost. At this stage, the project plan may be optimized to achieve the appropriate balance between

resource usage and project duration to comply with the project objectives. Once established and

agreed, the plan becomes what is known as the baseline. Progress will be measured against the

baseline throughout the life of the project. Analyzing progress compared to the baseline is known

as earned value management.

The design structure matrix (DSM) (also referred to as Dependency Structure Method,

Dependency Structure Matrix, Problem Solving Matrix (PSM), incidence matrix, N-square
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matrix or Design Precedence Matrix) is a compact, matrix representation of a system or project.

The approach can be used to model complex systems in systems engineering or systems analysis,

and in project planning and project management.

A design structure matrix lists all constituent subsystems/activities and the corresponding

information exchange and dependency patterns. In other words, it details what pieces of

information are needed to start a particular activity, and shows where the information generated

by that activity leads. In this way, one can quickly recognise which other tasks are reliant upon

information outputs generated by each activity.

Strengths

It has two main strengths. First, it can represent a large number of system elements and their

relationships in a compact way that highlights important patterns in the data (such as feedback

loops and modules). Second, it is amenable to matrix-based analysis techniques, which can be

used to improve the structure of the system.

DSM analysis provides insights into how to manage complex systems or projects, highlighting

information flows, task sequences and iteration. It can help teams to streamline their processes

based on the optimal flow of information between different interdependent activities.

DSM analysis can also be used to manage the effects of change. For example, if the specification

for a component had to be changed, it would be possible to quickly identify all processes or

activities which had been dependent on that specification, reducing the risk that work continues

based on out-of-date information.

1.5 Design

A DSM is a square matrix. The cells along the diagonal represent the system elements, which are

often labeled in the rows to the left of the matrix and/or in the columns above the matrix. The

off-diagonal cells are used to indicate relationships between the elements. Reading across a row

reveals what other elements the element in that row provides outputs to, and scanning a column
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reveals what other elements the element in that column receives inputs from. Alternatively, the

rows and columns may be switched (without a change of meaning).

Two main categories of DSMs have been proposed: static and time-based. Static DSMs represent

systems where all of the elements exist simultaneously, such as components of a machine or

groups in an organization. Static DSMs are usually analyzed with clustering algorithms. In time-

based DSMs, the ordering of the rows and columns indicates a flow through time: earlier

activities in a process appear in the upper-left of the DSM and later activities appear in the

lower-right. Terms like feedforward and feedback become meaningful when referring to

interfaces. Time-based DSMs are typically analyzed using sequencing algorithms.

DSMs stem from diverse roots. A static DSM is equivalent to an N-square diagram or an

incidence matrix. A time-based DSM is akin to a precedence diagram or the matrix

representation of a directed graph. The time-based DSM (and the "DSM" term itself) originated

with Don Steward, who coined the term design structure matrix in the 1960s. Steward's DSM

grew from the use of matrices to solve mathematical systems of equations. Christopher

Alexander presented a similar matrix-based design method in his 1964 book Notes on the

Synthesis of Form.

1.6 Use

The use of DSMs in both research and industrial practice increased greatly in the 1990s. DSMs

have been applied in the building construction, semiconductor, automotive, photographic,

aerospace, telecom, small-scale manufacturing, factory equipment, and electronics industries, to

name a few, as well as in many government agencies.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Management Of Product, Process, And Support Design
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Process Approach To Project Management

Resource Management

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 3.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

: Management Of Product, Process, And Support Design

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about a spects of product management

 Learn about Product management

 Learn about Product planning

 Learn about Project Management Fundamentals

 Learn about Product Process

 Learn about Product life cycle

 Learn about market introduction stage

Definition/Overview:

Product management is an organizational function within a company dealing with the planning

or marketing of a product or products at all stages of the product lifecycle.

Productzmanagement (inbound focused) and product marketing (outbound focused) are different

yet complementary efforts with the objective of maximizing sales revenues, market share, and
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profit margins. The role of product management spans many activities from strategic to tactical

and varies based on the organizational structure of the company. Product management can be a

function separate on its own or a member of marketing or engineering.

While involved with the entire product lifecycle, product management's main focus is on driving

new product development. According to the Product Development and Management Association

(PDMA), superior and differentiated new products - ones that deliver unique benefits and

superior value to the customer - is the number one driver of success and product profitability.

Key Points:

1. Aspects of product management

Depending on the company size and history, product management has a variety of functions and

roles. Sometimes there is a product manager, and sometimes the role of product manager is held

by others. Frequently there is Profit and Loss (P&L) responsibility as a key metric for evaluating

product manager performance. In some companies, the product management function is the hub

of many other activities around the product. In others, it is one of many things that need to

happen to bring a product to market.

1.1 Product planning

Defining new products

Gathering market requirements

Building product roadmaps, particularly Technology roadmaps

Product Life Cycle considerations

Product differentiation
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More detail on Product planning

1.2 Product marketing

 Product positioning and outbound messaging

 Promoting the product externally with press, customers, and partners

 Bringing new products to market

 Monitoring the competition

 more detail on Product marketing

1.3 Product proces

Product Life Cycle Management is the succession of strategies used by management as a product

goes through its product life cycle. The conditions in which a product is sold changes over time

and must be managed as it moves through its succession of stages.

1.4 Product life cycle

The product life cycle goes through many phases, involves many professional disciplines, and

requires many skills, tools and processes. Product life cycle (PLC) has to do with the life of a

product in the market with respect to business/commercial costs and sales measures; whereas

product lifecycle management (PLM) has more to do with managing descriptions and properties

of a product through its development and useful life, mainly from a business/engineering point of

view. To say that a product has a life cycle is to assert four things: 1) that products have a limited

life, 2) product sales pass through distinct stages, each posing different challenges, opportunities,

and problems to the seller, 3) profits rise and fall at different stages of product life cycle, and 4)

products require different marketing, financial, manufacturing, purchasing, and human resource

strategies in each life cycle stage. The different stages in a product life cycle are:
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1.5 Market introduction stage

 Cost high

 Sales volume low

 No/little competition - competitive manufacturers watch for acceptance/segment growth

losses

 Demand has to be created

 Customers have to be prompted to try the product

1.6 Growth stage

 costs reduced due to economies of scale and

 sales volume increases significantly

 profitability

 public awareness

 competition begins to increase with a few new players in establishing market

 prices to maximize market share

1.7 Mature stage

 Costs are very low as you are well established in market & no need for publicity.

 sales volume peaks

 increase in competitive offerings

 prices tend to drop due to the proliferation of competing products

 brand differentiation, feature diversification, as each player seeks to differentiate from

competition with "how much product" is offered

 Industrial profits go down

1.8 Market Identification

A "micro-market" can be used to describe a Walkman, more portable, as well as individually and

privately recordable; and then Compact Discs ("CDs") brought increased capacity and CD-R
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offered individual private recording...and so the process goes. The below section on the

"technology lifecycle" is a most appropriate concept in this context Most of the context is not in

English so you may need a translator.

In short, termination is not always the end of the cycle; it can be the end of a micro-entrant

within the grander scope of a macro-environment. The auto industry, fast-food industry, petro-

chemical industry, are just a few that demonstrate a macro-environment that overall has not

terminated even while micro-entrants over time have come and gone

: Process Approach To Project Management

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about project Scheduling

 Learn about lessons of the Product Life Cycle (PLC)

 Learn about criticism of the product life cycle

Definition/Overview:

Project Scheduling: In project management, a schedule consists of a list of a project's terminal

elements with intended start and finish dates. Before a project schedule can be created, a project

manager should typically have a work breakdown structure (WBS), an effort estimate for each

task, and a resource list with availability for each resource. If these are not yet available, it may

be possible to create something that looks like a schedule, but it will essentially be a work of

fiction. They can be created using a consensus-driven estimation method like Wideband Delphi.

The reason for this is that a schedule itself is an estimate: each date in the schedule is estimated,
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and if those dates do not have the buy-in of the people who are going to do the work, the

schedule will be inaccurate.

In many industries, such as engineering and construction, the development and maintenance of

the project schedule is the responsibility of a full time scheduler or team of schedulers,

depending on the size of the project. And though the techniques of scheduling are well

developed, they are inconsistently applied throughout industry. Standardization and promotion of

scheduling best practices are being pursued by the Association for the Advancement of Cost

Engineering (AACE), the Project Management Institute (PMI). In some large corporations,

scheduling, as well as cost, estimating, and risk management are organized under the department

of project controls.

Many project scheduling software products exist which can do much of the tedious work of

calculating the schedule automatically, and plenty of books and tutorials dedicated to teaching

people how to use them. However, before a project manager can use these tools, he or she should

understand the concepts behind the WBS, dependencies, resource allocation, critical paths, Gantt

charts and earned value. These are the real keys to planning a successful project

Key Points:

1. Lessons of the Product Life Cycle (PLC)

It is claimed that every product has a life cycle. It is launched; it grows, and at some point, may

die. A fair comment is that - at least in the short term - not all products or services die. Jeans may

die, but clothes probably will not. Legal services or medical services may die, but depending on

the social and political climate, probably will not.

Even though its validity is questionable, it can offer a useful 'model' for managers to keep at the

back of their mind. Indeed, if their products are in the introductory or growth phases, or in that of

decline, it perhaps should be at the front of their mind; for the predominant features of these

phases may be those revolving around such life and death. Between these two extremes, it is

salutary for them to have that vision of mortality in front of them.

However, the most important aspect of product life-cycles is that, even under normal conditions,

to all practical intents and purposes they often do not exist (hence, there needs to be more
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emphasis on model/reality mappings). In most markets the majority of the major brands have

held their position for at least two decades. The dominant product life-cycle, that of the brand

leaders which almost monopolize many markets, is therefore one of continuity.

In the criticism of the product life cycle, Dhalla & Yuspeh state: clearly, the PLC is a dependent

variable which is determined by market actions; it is not an independent variable to which

companies should adapt their marketing programs. Marketing management itself can alter the

shape and duration of a brand's life cycle.Thus, the life cycle may be useful as a description, but

not as a predictor; and usually should be firmly under the control of the marketer. The important

point is that in many markets the product or brand life cycle is significantly longer than the

planning cycle of the organisations involved. Thus, it offers little practical value for most

marketers. Even if the PLC (and the related PLM support) exists for them, their plans will be

based just upon that piece of the curve where they currently reside (most probably in the 'mature'

stage); and their view of that part of it will almost certainly be 'linear' (and limited), and will not

encompass the whole range from growth to decline.

1.1 Types of new products

There are several general categories of new products. Some are new to the market (ex. DVD

players into the home movie market), some are new to the company (ex. Game consoles for

Sony), some are completely novel and create totally new markets (ex. the airline industry). When

viewed against different criteria, some new product concepts are merely minor modifications of

existing products while some are completely innovative to the company.

 Changes to Augmented Product

 Core product revision

 Line extensions

 New product lines

 Repositionings

 Completely new
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: Resource Management

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about project manager

 Learn about Process Approach

 Learn about key Skills of Project Managers

 Learn about Project Management Fundamentals

 Learn about Leadership Skills

 Learn about qualities of Successful Project Managers

 Learn about common Mistakes of Project Managers

Definition/Overview:

In organizational studies, resource management is the efficient and effective deployment for an

organization's resources when they are needed. Such resources may include financial resources,

inventory, human skills, production resources, or information technology (IT). In the realm of

project management, processes, techniques and philosophies as to the best approach for

allocating resources have been developed. These include discussions on functional vs. cross-

functional resource allocation as well as processes espoused by organizations like PMI through

their PMBOK methodology to project management. Resource management is a key element to

activity resource estimating and project human resource management. Both are essential

components of a comprehensive project management plan to execute and monitor a project

successfully.[1] As is the case with the larger discipline of project management, there are

resource management software tools available that automate and assist the process of resource

allocation to projects and portfolio resource visibility including supply and demand of resources.
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Key Points:

1. HR (Human Resource) Management

This is the science of allocating human resources among various projects or business units,

maximizing the utilization of available personnel resources to achieve business goals; and

performing the activities that are necessary in the maintenance of that workforce through

identification of staffing requirements, planning and oversight of payroll and benefits, education

and professional development, and administering their work-life needs. The efficient and

effective deployment of an organization's personnel resources where and when they are needed,

and in possession of the tools, training and skills required by the work.

1.1 Techniques

One resource management technique is resource leveling. It aims at smoothing the stock of

resources on hand, reducing both excess inventories and shortages.

The required data are: the demands for various resources, forecast by time period into the future

as far as is reasonable, as well as the resources' configurations required in those demands, and

the supply of the resources, again forecast by time period into the future as far as is reasonable.

The goal is to achieve 100% utilization but that is very unlikely, when weighted by important

metrics and subject to constraints, for example: meeting a minimum service level, but otherwise

minimizing cost.

The principle is to invest in resources as stored capabilities, and then unleash the capabilities as

demanded.

A dimension of resource development is included in resource management by which investment

in resources can be retained by a smaller additional investment to develop a new capability that

is demanded, at a lower investment than disposing of the current resource and replacing it with

another that has the demanded capability.
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In conservation, resource management is a set of practices pertaining to maintaining natural

systems integrity. Examples of this form of management are air resource management, soil

conservation, forestry, wildlife management and water resource management. The broad term for

this type of resource management is natural resource management (NRM).

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Project Budget

Project Control

Research And Development Projects

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 4.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

: Project Budget

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about project budget

 Learn about event management budget

 Learn about cash Flow/Cash budget

 Learn about expenditure budget

 Learn about expenditure budget
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Definition/Overview:

The budget of a company is compiled annually. A finished budget usually requires considerable

effort and can be seen as a financial plan for the new financial year. While traditionally the

Finance department compiles the company's budget, modern software allows hundreds or even

thousands of people in various departments (operations, human resources, IT etc) to contribute

their expected revenues and expenses to the final budget.

If the actual numbers delivered through the financial year turn come close to the budget, this

suggests that the managers understand their business and have been successfully driving it in the

intended direction. On the other hand, if the actuals diverge wildly from the budget, this sends an

'out of control' signal, and the share price could suffer as a result.

Key Points:

1. Event management budget

A budget and planning tool to assist in calculating and meeting the costs associated with a

business or social event. It is a fundamental tool that enables the event director to predict with

reasonable accuracy whether the event will result in a profit, a loss or will break-even.In addition

to the above a budget can be used as pricing tools.

2. Budget types

Sales budget: The sales budget is an estimate of future sales, often broken down into both units

and dollars. It is used to create company sales goals.
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Production budget: Product oriented companies create a production budget which estimates the

number of units that must be manufactured to meet the sales goals. The production budget also

estimates the various costs involved with manufacturing those units, including labor and

material.

Cash Flow/Cash budget: The cash flow budget is a prediction of future cash receipts and

expenditures for a particular time period. It usually covers a period in the short term future. The

cash flow budget helps the business determine when income will be sufficient to cover expenses

and when the company will need to seek outside financing.

Marketing budget: The marketing budget is an estimate of the funds needed for promotion,

advertising, and public relations in order to market the product or service.

Project budget: The project budget is a prediction of the costs associated with a particular

company project. These costs include labor, materials, and other related expenses. The project

budget is often broken down into specific tasks, with task budgets assigned to each.

Revenue budget: The Revenue Budget consists of revenue receipts of government and the

expenditure met from these revenues. Tax revenues are made up of taxes and other duties that

the Union government levies.

Expenditure budget: A budget type which includes spending data items.

Projects differ in that they frequently cross organizational boundaries, may last for anything from

a few days or weeks to a number of years, during which time budgets may also be revised many

times. They may also be one of a number of projects that make up a larger overall project or

program.
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Consequently, in a project management environment costs (both direct and overhead) and

revenues are also allocated to projects, which may be subdivided into a work breakdown

structure, and grouped together into project hierarchies. Project accounting permits reporting at

any such level that has been defined, and often allows comparison with historical as well as

current budgets

Project accounting is commonly use at government contractors, where the ability to account for

costs by contract (and sometimes contract line item, or CLIN) is usually a requirement for

interim payments.

Percentage-of-completion is frequently independently assessed by a project manager. Funding

advances and actual-to-budget cost variances are calculated using the project budget adjusted to

percent-of-completion.

Where labor costs are a significant portion of overall project cost, it is usually necessary for

employees to fill out a timesheet in order to generate the data to allocate project costs.

The capital budget processes of corporations and governments are chiefly concerned with major

investment projects that typically have upfront costs and longer term benefits. Investment go /

no-go decisions are largely based on net present value assessments. Project accounting of the

costs and benefits can provide crucially important feedback on the quality of these important

decisions.

An interesting specialized form of project accounting is production accounting, which tracks the

costs of individual movie and television episode film production costs. A movie studio will

employ production accounting to track the costs of its many separate projects.

: Project Control

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Learn about project manager

 Learn about Process Approach

 Learn about key Skills of Project Managers

 Learn about Project Management Fundamentals

 Learn about Leadership Skills

 Learn about qualities of Successful Project Managers

 Learn about common Mistakes of Project Managers

Definition/Overview:

Project control systems: Project control is that element of a project that keeps it on-track, on-

time and within budget. Project control begins early in the project with planning and ends late in

the project with post-implementation review, having a thorough involvement of each step in the

process.

Key Points:

Each project should be assessed for the appropriate level of control needed: too much control is

too time consuming, too little control is very risky. If project control is not implemented

correctly, the cost to the business should be clarified in terms of errors, fixes, and additional

audit fees.

Control systems are needed for cost, risk, quality, communication, time, change, procurement,

and human resources. In addition, auditors should consider how important the projects are to the

financial statements, how reliant the stakeholders are on controls, and how many controls

existing. Auditors should review the development process and procedures for how they are

implemented. The process of development and the quality of the final product may also be

assessed if needed or requested. A business may want the auditing firm to be involved
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throughout the process to catch problems earlier on so that they can be fixed more easily. An

auditor can serve as a controls consultant as part of the development team or as an independent

auditor as part of an audit.

Businesses sometimes use formal systems development processes. These help assure that

systems are developed successfully. A formal process is more effective in creating strong

controls, and auditors should review this process to confirm that it is well designed and is

followed in practice. A good formal systems development plan outlines:

 A strategy to align development with the organizations broader objectives

 Standards for new systems

 Project management policies for timing and budgeting

 Procedures describing the process

1. Initiation

The initiation stage determines the nature and scope of the development. If this stage is not

performed well, it is unlikely that the project will be successful in meeting the businesss needs.

The key project controls needed here are an understanding of the business environment and

making sure that all necessary controls are incorporated into the project. Any deficiencies should

be reported and a recommendation should be made to fix them.

The initiation stage should include a cohesive plan that encompasses the following areas:

 Study analyzing the business needs in measurable goals.

 Review of the current operations.

 Conceptual design of the operation of the final product.

 Equipment and contracting requirements including an assessment of 'long-lead' items.

 Financial analysis of the costs and benefits including a budget.

 Stakeholder analysis, including users, and support personnel for the project.

 Project charter including costs, tasks, deliverables, and schedule.
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1.1 Planning and design

After the initiation stage, the system is designed. Occasionally, a small prototype of the final

product is built and tested. Testing is generally performed by a combination of testers and end

users, and can occur after the prototype is built or concurrently. Controls should be in place that

ensures that the final product will meet the specifications of the project charter. The results of the

design stage should include a product design that:

 Satisfies the project sponsor, end user, and business requirements.

 Functions as it was intended.

 Can be produced within quality standards.

 Can be produced within time and budget constraints.

1.2 Executing

Executing consists of the processes used to complete the work defined in the project

management plan to accomplish the project's requirements. Execution process involves

coordinating people and resources, as well as integrating and performing the activities of the

project in accordance with the project management plan. The deliverables are produced as

outputs from the processes performed as defined in the project management plan.

Monitoring and Controlling consists of those processes performed to observe project execution

so that potential problems can be identified in a timely manner and corrective action can be

taken, when necessary, to control the execution of the project. The key benefit is that project

performance is observed and measured regularly to identify variances from the project

management plan.

 Measuring the ongoing project activities (where we are);

 Monitoring the project variables (cost, effort, ...) against the project management plan

and the project performance baseline (where we should be);

 Identify corrective actions to properly address issues and risks (How can we get on track

again);
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 Influencing the factors that could circumvent integrated change control so only approved

changes are implemented

 In multi-phase projects, the Monitoring and Controlling process also provides feedback

between project phases, in order to implement corrective or preventive actions to bring the

project into compliance with the project management plan.

: Research And Development Projects

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about research and development projects

 Learn about new product design and development

 R&D has a special economic significance

 Learn about largest spenders of R&D

Definition/Overview:

Research and Development Projects: The phrase research and development (also R and D or,

more often, R&D), according to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development,

refers to "creative work undertaken on a systematic basis in order to increase the stock of

knowledge, including knowledge of human, culture and society, and the use of this stock of

knowledge to devise new applications.

Key Points:

New product design and development is more than often a crucial factor in the survival of a

company. In an industry that is fast changing, firms must continually revise their design and
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range of products. This is necessary due to continuous technology change and development as

well as other competitors and the changing preference of customers. A system driven by

marketing is one that puts the customer needs first, and only produces goods that are known to

sell. Market research is carried out, which establishes what is needed. If the development is

technology driven then it is a matter of selling what it is possible to make. The product range is

developed so that production processes are as efficient as possible and the products are

technically superior, hence possessing a natural advantage in the market place.

R&D has a special economic significance apart from its conventional association with scientific

and technological development. R&D investment generally reflects a government's or

organization's willingness to forgo current operations or profit to improve future performance or

returns, and its abilities to conduct research and development.

In 2006, the world's four largest spenders of R&D were the United States (US$343 billion), the

EU (US$231 billion), Japan (US$130 billion), and China (US$115 billion). In terms of

percentage of GDP, the order of these spenders for 2006 was China (US$115 billion of

US$2,668 billion GDP), Japan, United States, EU with approximate percentages of 4.3, 3.2, 2.6,

and 1.8 respectively. The top spenders in terms of percentage of GDP were China, Sweden,

Finland, Japan, South Korea, Switzerland, Iceland, United States, followed by 9 other countries,

and then the EU.

In general, R&D activities are conducted by specialized units or centers belonging to companies,

universities and state agencies. In the context of commerce, "research and development"

normally refers to future-oriented, longer-term activities in science or technology, using similar

techniques to scientific research without predetermined outcomes and with broad forecasts of

commercial yield.

Statistics on organizations devoted to "R&D" may express the state of an industry, the degree of

competition or the lure of progress. Some common measures include: budgets, numbers of

patents or on rates of peer-reviewed publications.

Bank ratios are one of the best measures, because they are continuously maintained, public and

reflect risk.In the U.S., a typical ratio of research and development for an industrial company is

about 3.5% of revenues. A high technology company such as a computer manufacturer might
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spend 7%. Although Allergan (a biotech company) tops the spending table 43.4% investment,

anything over 15% is remarkable and usually gains a reputation for being a high technology

company. Companies in this category include pharmaceutical companies such as Merck & Co.

(14.1%) or Novartis (15.1%), and engineering companies like Ericsson (24.9%).

Such companies are often seen as poor credit risks because their spending ratios are so unusual.

Generally such firms prosper only in markets whose customers have extreme needs, such as

medicine, scientific instruments, safety-critical mechanisms (aircraft) or high technology military

armaments. The extreme needs justify the high risk of failure and consequently high gross

margins from 60% to 90% of revenues. That is, gross profits will be as much as 90% of the sales

cost, with manufacturing costing only 10% of the product price, because so many individual

projects yield no exploitable product. Most industrial companies get only 40% revenues.

On a technical level, high tech organisations explore ways to re-purpose and repackage advanced

technologies as a way of amortizing the high overhead. They often reuse advanced

manufacturing processes, expensive safety certifications, specialized embedded software,

computer-aided design software, electronic designs and mechanical subsystems.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Computer Support For Project Management

Project Termination

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 5.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.
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: Computer Support For Project Management

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about project manager

 Learn about Process Approach

 Learn about key Skills of Project Managers

 Learn about Project Management Fundamentals

 Learn about Leadership Skills

 Learn about qualities of Successful Project Managers

 Learn about common Mistakes of Project Managers

Definition/Overview:

Computer Support: A computer repair technician is a person who repairs and maintains

computers and servers. The technician's responsibilities may extend to include building or

configuring new hardware, installing and updating software packages, and creating and

maintaining computer networks. Computer repair technicians work in a variety of settings,

encompassing both the public and private sectors. Because of the relative newness of the

profession, institutions offer certificate and degree programs designed to prepare new

technicians, but computer repairs are frequently performed by experienced and certified

technicians who have little formal training in the field.
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Key Points:

A repair technician might work in a corporate information technology department, a central

service center, or a retail computer sales environment. A public sector technician might work in

the military, national security or law enforcement communities, health or public safety field, or

an educational institution. Despite the vast variety of work environments, all computer

technicians perform similar physical and investigative processes, including technical support.

Experienced technicians might specialize in fields such as data recovery, system administration,

or information systems. Some technicians are self-employed or own a firm that provides services

in a regional area. Some are subcontracted as freelancers or consultants. This type of technician

ranges from hobbyists and enthusiasts that volunteer or make a little side money, to those who

work professionally in the field.

The repair of problems can range from a minor setting that is incorrect, to spyware, viruses, and

as far as replacing hardware or an entire operating system. Some technicians provide on-site

services usually at an hourly rate. Others can provide services off-site, where the client can drop

off at the repair shop. Some have pickup and drop off services for convenience. Some may also

take back old equipment for recycling.

1. Hardware repair

While computer hardware configuration varies widely, a technician works with two basic types

of hardware; units limited to a location (desktops, mainframes, and supercomputers) and more

portable (laptop and handheld) devices. Technicians also work with and occasionally repair a

range of peripherals, including input devices like keyboards, mice, and scanners, output devices

like displays, printers, and speakers, and data storage devices ranging from external hard drives

to specialized high-storage desktop computers called servers. Technicians involved in system

administration might also work with networking hardware, including routers, switches, fiber

optics, and wireless networks.
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1.1 Software repair

When possible, repair technicians protect the computer user's data and settings, so that after

repair, the user will not have lost any data and the technician can fully use the device with little

interruption, and then diagnose the problem. Addressing the issue, the technician could take

action as minor as adjusting one or several settings or preferences, but could also apply more

involved techniques like installing, uninstalling, or reinstalling various software packages. A

reliable, but somewhat more complicated, procedure for addressing software issues is known as a

restore, in which the computer's original installation image (including operating system and

original applications) is reapplied to a formatted hard drive. It should be known though, that

anything unique, such as settings, or personal files will be destroyed if not backed up on external

media, as this reverts everything back to its original unused state.

: Project Termination

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Closing/termination

 Learn about project manager

 Learn about Project Management Triangle

 Learn about International standards
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Definition/Overview:

Closing/termination

Closing includes the formal acceptance of the project and the ending thereof. Administrative

activities include the archiving of the files and documenting lessons learned. Closing phase

consists of two parts:

 Close project: to finalize all activities across all of the process groups to formally close

the project or a project phase

 Contract closure: necessary for completing and settling each contract, including the

resolution of any open items, and closing each contract applicable to the project or a project

phase.

 A project manager is a professional in the field of project management. Project managers

can have the responsibility of the planning, execution, and closing of any project, typically

relating to construction industry, architecture, computer networking, telecommunications or

software development. Many other fields in the production, design and service industries also

have project managers.

A project manager is the person accountable for accomplishing the stated project objectives. Key

project management responsibilities include creating clear and attainable project objectives,

building the project requirements, and managing the triple constraint for projects, which is cost,

time, and scope.

A project manager is often a client representative and has to determine and implement the exact

needs of the client, based on knowledge of the firm they are representing. The ability to adapt to

the various internal procedures of the contracting party, and to form close links with the

nominated representatives, is essential in ensuring that the key issues of cost, time, quality and

above all, client satisfaction, can be realized.
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Key Points:

1. Project Management Triangle

Like any human undertaking, projects need to be performed and delivered under certain

constraints. Traditionally, these constraints have been listed as "scope," "time," and "cost". These

are also referred to as the "Project Management Triangle," where each side represents a

constraint. One side of the triangle cannot be changed without affecting the others. A further

refinement of the constraints separates product "quality" or "performance" from scope, and turns

quality into a fourth constraint.

The time constraint refers to the amount of time available to complete a project. The cost

constraint refers to the budgeted amount available for the project. The scope constraint refers to

what must be done to produce the project's end result. These three constraints are often

competing constraints: increased scope typically means increased time and increased cost, a tight

time constraint could mean increased costs and reduced scope, and a tight budget could mean

increased time and reduced scope.

The discipline of Project Management is about providing the tools and techniques that enable the

project team (not just the project manager) to organize their work to meet these constraints.

The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a tree structure, which shows a subdivision of effort

required to achieve an objective; for example a program, project, and contract. The WBS may

show hardware, product, service, or process oriented. In a project of contract, the WBS is

developed by starting with[4] :

Example of a Work breakdown structure applied in a NASA reporting structure.[4]

 the end objective and

 Successively subdividing it into manageable components
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 In terms of size, duration, and responsibility (e.g., systems, subsystems, components,

tasks, subtasks, and work packages)

 Which include all steps necessary to achieve the objective?

The Work Breakdown Structure provides a common framework for the natural development of

the overall planning and control of a contract and is the basis for dividing work into definable

increments from which the statement of work can be developed and technical, schedule, cost,

and labor hour reporting can be established.[4]

Project Management tries to gain control over variables such as risk. Potential points of failure:

Most negative risks (or potential failures) can be overcome or resolved, given enough planning

capabilities, time, and resources. According to some definitions (including PMBOK Third

Edition) risk can also be categorized as "positive--" meaning that there is a potential opportunity,

e.g., complete the project faster than expected.

Customers (either internal or external project sponsors) and external organizations (such as

government agencies and regulators) can dictate the extent of three variables: time, cost, and

scope. The remaining variable (risk) is managed by the project team, ideally based on solid

estimation and response planning techniques. Through a negotiation process among project

stakeholders, an agreement defines the final objectives, in terms of time, cost, scope, and risk,

usually in the form of a charter or contract.

To properly control these variables a good project manager has a depth of knowledge and

experience in these four areas (time, cost, scope, and risk), and in six other areas as well:

integration, communication, human resources, quality assurance, schedule development, and

procurement.

1.1 International standards

There have been several attempts to develop Project Management standards, such as:

 A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge
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 HERMES method, Swiss general project management method, selected for use in

Luxembourg and international organisations.

 The ISO standards ISO 9000, a family of standards for quality management systems, and

the ISO 10006:2003, for Quality management systems and guidelines for quality management in

projects.

 PRINCE2, PRojects IN Controlled Environments.

 Capability Maturity Model from the Software Engineering Institute.

 Total Cost Management Framework, an AACE International's process for Portfolio,

Program and Project Management)

 V-Modell, an originally systems development method.
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